The inhibitory effect of different patterns of low frequency stimulation on neuronal firing following epileptiform activity in rat hippocampal slices.
Low frequency stimulation (LFS) has inhibitory effect on hyperexcitability during epileptic states. However, knowledge is lacking about LFS patterns that can exert an optimal antiepileptic effect. In this study, the effect of different numbers of pulses and current intensities of 1 Hz LFS applied at various time points of epileptiform activity was evaluated in high-K+ model of epileptiform activity (EA). LFS was applied to the Schaffer collaterals, and changes in the excitability of CA1 pyramidal neurons were measured using whole-cell patch-clamp recording. Six hundred and 900 pulses of LFS at two current intensities (equal to and 1.5 times greater than the current intensity sufficient to elicit a 5 mV EPSP) administered at the beginning of EA revealed a stronger LFS inhibitory effect on EA-induced neuronal hyperexcitability when applied at higher pulse number and current intensity. LFS900 (high intensity) significantly hyperpolarized the membrane potential after a high-K+ ACSF washout, reduced the frequency of spontaneous action potentials during EA, and attenuated neuronal firing frequency after high-K+ ACSF washout. Moreover, applying LFS900 (high intensity) before EA induction and 8-10 min after EA initiation could not significantly affect neuronal hyperexcitability, compared to its application at the beginning of EA. This study's findings also offered long-term depression (LTD) as a probable mechanism for LFS' inhibitory role on EA-induced neuronal hyperexcitability. Therefore, the application of LFS (1 Hz) at 900 pulses and greater current intensity at the beginning of EA can exert a strong inhibitory effect on EA-induced neuronal hyperexcitability.